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How closely aligned are your work and personal lives? 
One of the key secrets to leading a fulfilled life is by aligning your work and your play. 
Does your work life make the most of your talents and is it aligned with your passions?

A misalignment between work and personal life drains energy and affects our sense of purpose, fulfillment and most 
importantly, happiness.  
This review is designed to simultaneously measure your alignment and promote introspection and self awareness as to 
your current work life situation.  

Out of 10, how true are the following statements? (10 being truest):

Happiness Alignment 1-10
1 I look forward to each day and wake up with excitement and energy

2 I am happy with my current work/life position

Personal Alignment 
3 I know my hobbies, interests and passions and engage in them on a regular basis

Fulfilment Alignment
4 My personal time is spent engaged in fulfilling activities that define me as a person

5 My work role and the tasks I perform make the most of my strengths and mitigate my weaknesses

6 My role gets the best out of me

7 I can see clear growth potential in my work life

8 I am passionate about the work I perform and proud to tell people about my role

Personality Alignment
9 I am able -and encouraged- to act myself working and don't have to pretend to be someone I’m not

10 My behaviour whilst at work is closely aligned with my behaviour outside of work

Purpose Alignment
11 I know my purpose in life and everyday I work towards achieving it

12 My company and I share a similar mission and purpose

13 My company and I share a similar methods for pursuing this purpose

Vision Alignment
14 I have a clear vision of what success in the future means to me and I am on course to achieve this 
15 I have clarity over what actions need to be taken to achieve this vision

Environment Alignment
16 I enjoy time spent with my colleagues/employees

17 I enjoy time spent with my management team

18 I enjoy time spent with my suppliers and/or customers

19 At work, the people I am surrounded by share my vision for success and are treading a similar path

20
At work, the people I am surrounded by provide the accountability, support and 
motivation needed to help me achieve my goals

21
During my personal time, the people I am surrounded by share my vision for 
success and are treading a similar path

22
During my personal time, the people I am surrounded by provide the 
accountability, support and motivation needed to help me achieve my goals

Overall
23 If I was to define my perfect job, it would look similar to my current role

24 If I was to design my perfect life it would look similar to my current life

TOTAL 0 /240
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TAKE MY ALIGNMENT TO THE NEXT LEVEL!

For those who want to achieve greater alignment and with it, happiness, 
click here to arrange a FREE 1-1 call now!

What Does My Score Mean?  
Study the analysis and suggestions below to better understand where you 
sit and potential steps you can take to improve your alignment.

211+
Congratulations.  You are one happy camper and one of the lucky few. How did you achieve such an aligned state?  Self awareness?  
Honest self-discussion?  A positive environment?  
Please continue to do what you do and spread the word as to how you achieved such alignment!

191-210

This score indicates a high level of alignment.  There is no reason why many cannot aim to reach this kind of alignment.
There is always room for improvement however.  Where did you drop points?  All in one area or in small quantities across the 
board?  What possible changes could you make in the areas where your score was lower?  Do you surround yourself with people 
on the same path as you who can help you grow and reach your goals?

171-190
A good level of alignment.  Are you satisfied in this current state or is there more you could do to align your natural desires with 
your working life?  Were your scores consistent across the board or were there certain areas of major misalignment? If so, what 
areas were they and what actions could you take to improve your alignment?

151-170

A upper-medium level of alignment.  Your work and personal existence is more closely aligned than many.  Does it feel this way?
If you improved each aspect by one point, you could achieve huge increases in your fulfilment and happiness.  Is this a realistic 
target?  Starting today, could you implement small changes throughout your life in order narrow this gap and reap the benefits? 
How about writing a Future Vision of what success looks like to you?  Having clear, distinct goals is an incredibly effective way of 
improving your output and making better decisions. 

131-150
Averaging around 6 out of 10 in each area of your life and work.  
Focusing time and energy improving one or two of the above areas could be very impactful.  Perhaps there are work relationships 
you could work on, or you could spend time analysing what your own mission and purpose is?

111-130

Time spent in your working life that is contrary to your natural tendencies can leave you feeling drained or frustrated.  Perhaps 
you could spend time assessing the role your company or business plays in your life.  Does it fulfil you?  Could you makes efforts 
to squeeze more value and purpose out of your current role?  Do you know what your company’s mission is?  Does it have one?  
Find out.

91-110

Do you feel like you’re playing two roles?  Do you spend the week looking forward to Friday afternoon?  Do you feel a big weight 
is lifted off you when you leave your place of work?  Does it feel satisfying to ‘blow off steam’ and revert to your default behaviour 
setting?
Perhaps insufficient personal time is allocated to doing what you enjoy the most?

<91

Time spent working can, and should, be fulfilling.  Time spent out of work should be enjoyable and rewarding.  Are you rewarding 
yourself enough when not at work?  Is your personal time spent recovering from your work time?  How much energy do you 
have left in the tank come the end of a working week?  Are you running on empty?  Perhaps the misalignment in your work and 
personal life is causing this exhaustion? 
Be honest with yourself and look to see where improvements can be made.  
Sometimes is may seem hard but there is always a way.  Look to make marginal gains across all areas and go from there.
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